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Marion Islanders Forever

L e t t e r f ro m t h e

nostalgia grips us. As the saying
goes: “Once and islander, always
The time has finally arrived to go an islander”. Good luck M72, we
for a final stroll along the coast, know you will have an
breathe in the pure autumn air unforgettable year! Thank you
and prepare for the long
for following M71’s journey
awaited journey back home.
through the images and stories
Back to our families and friends in The Wanderer and enjoy this
that supported us all the way.
final issue.
Saying goodbye to a place that
has been your home for 13
months and knowing that you
might not see it ever again in
you lifetime is not easy. However
the photos, dairies and
DANIËL KOTZÉ
memories will always be there to
EDITOR
revisit in the future when island

CHRONICLES
OF THE
DA N I Ë L KO T Z É

LIEZL PRETORIUS
TEXT BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

The growing of beards have become
synonymous with a Marion overwintering
expedition. This article illustrates the
result of 13 razorless months on the
island. It also serves as an identification
guide for family members that will be
welcoming back the SA Agulhas II.

DAV I D G R E E N

LO W D E V R I E S

FRANK VENTER
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FLASH OF MICE
MASCARIN
CONSIDERED
E R A D I C AT I O N

& I C E C AV E S

TEXT BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

TEXT BY DANIËL KOTZÉ
MIA WEGE

MIA WEGE

DANIËL KOTZÉ

After three unsuccessful
attempts by M71 to summit
Marion’s highest peak,
Mascarin (1230m), and visit the
renowned ice caves, their luck
finally changed during take
over, when crystal clear
weather allowed three team
members (Daniël, Liezl and
Alexis) to reach the Ice Plateau.
Daniël made the trip from
base, while Liezl and Mia Wege
(M66, M69) and Alexis and
Stefan Schoombie (M70, M72)
made the climb from Mixed
Pickle. It’s a special feeling to
be surrounded by ocean from
the summit. The ice caves are
the last remnants of Marion’s
interior glacier, that has
disappeared during the last 60
years due to climate change.

After the eradication of cats from
Marion in 1991, it was predicted that
the mice would start feeding on seabird
chicks, although this could not be
proven until recently. Since 2008, the
mice have been recorded killing the
chicks of all four albatross species on
the island and are probably causing
considerable damage to populations of
burrowing petrels. BirdLife SA has
contacted John Parks, a specialist on
island eradication from New-Zealand,
to assess the feasibility of the complete
eradication of mice from Marion by
aerial bait distribution. John found that,
although it would be an expensive and
logistically challenging operation,
eradication is feasible provided that a
large number of sheathbills and gulls
be captured and later released to avoid
the possibility of losing genetic
variability within these populations.

DANIËL KOTZÉ

VAG R A N T E G R E T A N D S WA L LO W
TEXT BY LOW DE VRIES
LOW DE VRIES

DANIËL KOTZÉ

While I was doing an elephant seal census on 9
April, I spotted a bird at Bullard South that didn’t
quite fit in. It was a Cattle Egret, another vagrant
that managed to make its way to our little piece
of heaven in the southern ocean. Although they
are very common birds in South Africa, this was
still a special sighting for me. A little part of
A W Sthe last few days
homeJduring
T I we
T Uhad
S on
Marion. A small reminder of what is to come and
that the end is near. A vagrant Barn Swallow was
also sighted at base on the 15th of April.
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A Reader’s Round Island:

Katedraalkrans
TEXT BY LOW DE VRIES

Escape into the mountains

Although our round island is finished, it
wouldn’t feel right to leave the island
without spending a night in all the little
refuges and experiencing as many of the
different areas as possible, so pack a small
bag with essentials and let’s head up to the
interior. For old times’ sake, for a new view
or just to escape the chaos of base in take
over, let’s visit Katedraalkrans hut for
some peace, quiet and fresh mountain air.

WHITE HOUSE. Because of
its altitude, Katedraalkrans
hut is almost permanently
covered in snow during the
winter.
LOW DE VRIES

Katedraalkrans (“Cathedral Cliff”) hut is situated
behind the cliff with the same name. It’s an
impressive rock formation that is clearly visible
from base when the weather allows. It is about
720m up and a two to three hour hike, but
distance-wise it is the closest hut to base. You can
take is slow, and turn around regularly to admire
the view from the top.
Don’t expect a five-star hotel
The only real problem with a hut at this altitude is
that it gets extremely cold. Cold enough to freeze
the vinegar inside the hut (yes, this happened),
and with the harsh conditions up there the hut
has seen some better days. It is also one of the
old style huts like Rook’s hut, but has had to
battle much more elements than Rook’s. The roof
leaks which means that in winter there is ice
everywhere and the pantry door freezes shut.
There is no toilet so your business needs to be
done in a bag and drinking water must be either
fetched from large tanks outside the hut (which is
mostly frozen during winter) or produced by
melting snow and ice. Many people are not big

fans of all these little problems, but for me it feels
like a holiday home. I know most holidays should
be spent in luxury with a bit of pampering, but
essentially a holiday is break away from your
natural routine, and what is more of a break away
than a night in a shaky hut with the freshest air
you will ever inhale. And of course, there is the
bag thing, which is very different from your
standard porcelain toilet.

“Cold enough to freeze
the hut’s vinegar (yes,
this has happened)…”
Getting there
The walk is really easy, it is just steep. If that
bothers you, remember that the way back is all
downhill which is rare on Marion. From base you
aim for the right of Junior’s Kop and Hendrik
Vister, over Table Mountain and to the left of First
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HUT REVIEW: KATEDRAALKRANS

Downhill to base (and back home)
As you walk back the next morning you will see
the ship parked in the ocean next to the island,
a sight that you never really get used to, and
know that the time has come. Even if a picture is
worth a thousand words it would not be
possible to take enough of them to adequately
describe what it is to spend a year on Marion,
and to be honest, trying to write about it now is
making me a little emotional. We have seen
more and experienced more than some people
do in a lifetime, and it has been a privilege to be
allowed to plant my feet on the island, never
mind staying a year. I have sat listening to other
peoples’ stories over the past few weeks in take
LOW DE VRIES
over and it is amazing to hear how other people
have experienced the island and share a little of
your own experiences. It has been an honour to
visit this place and I would like to thank all the
people and departments that have made it
possible. To all the tax payers out there, thank
you very much for the funding and know that
this is one place where that money is spend in a
good way, the right way, with highly successful
scientific programs and weather information.
Thank you for reading, see you in Cape Town.

DANIËL KOTZÉ

LAND AHOI. The view of Prince Edward
Island from Katedraalkrans.

LOW DE VRIES

LOW DE VRIES

Red. From here you can see the cliffs, so you can
easily aim behind them and skirt around the
back until you find the hut in a little depression.
Few people ever go up there, mostly the
geologists and entomologists, so you are
basically guaranteed a solo hut night and
undisturbed walk. This hut also gives you great
access to the ice plateau with the ice caves and
a chance to summit Mascarin, the highest peak
on Marion. The views are simply spectacular on
a good day and you can see Prince Edward
Island from a whole new perspective. It’s worth
making yourself a hot brew and sit on the cliffs
outside as the sun sets. When you’re done, get
back inside, turn on the heater and pickup the
hut’s poem book. It is the only hut that has one
of these and there are some absolutely golden
pages hidden in there.

CHILLY. Snow entering through the
hut’s vent pile up during winter.

DANIËL KOTZÉ
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TEXT BY ALEXIS OSBORNE

Time to say goodbye
Coming to Marion Island was a
dream come true, one that for
many of us went by too quickly.
Marion has taught us to push
ourselves beyond our limits.
Marion has not only given us
great friends, but also great
adventures which we will
always treasure. Leaving this
place will be sad, but the great
memories that we have, will
allow us to take the next step
to even greater adventures.
Goodbye Marion Island, I hope
you become “a home away
from home” for the new team,
like you have been for us.

FIELD WORKERS

SEALERS

BIRDERS

TEAM LEADERS

BOYS

GIRLS
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MEET THE NEW TEAM
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY DANIËL KOTZÉ
As M71’s expedition draws to a close, the
journey is only starting for Marion Island’s
72nd relief team. Here are the 20 fresh-faced
expedition members that will call Marion
their home until May 2016. Good luck guys,
it’s going to be a year you will never forget!

MEDIC

TEAM

LEADER

DEPUTY

Sherwin Hiralall
DIESEL
MECHANIC

Nasipi Mtsi

Oyena Masiko

Marius Rossouw
SEALER/
KILLER
WHALER

SEALER

Mike Mole

O&C
BIRDER

John Dickens

PFIAO
BIRDER

Kate du Toit

Jerry Ramonyai
SANSA
ENGINEER

Pierre Joubert

Ewald Ferreira

BOTANIST

ECO

METKASSIE

Gerard (Boy) Oppel

Moses Nsiza

Benoit Morkel

O&C
BIRDER

SENIOR
METKASSIE

COMMUNICATION
ENGINEER

BASE
ENGINEER

Mpho Mashau
SEALER/
KILLER
WHALER

LEADER

Jack Nkoana

AJ Grünschloss

SENIOR
ECO

TEAM

METKASSIE

Stefan Schoombie

GEOMORPHOLOGIST

Abuyiselwe Nguna
O&C
BIRDER

Teagan Carpenter-Kling

PFIAO
BIRDER

Janine Versteegh

according to the METKASSIES
MARCH

APRIL

MAXIMUM WIND GUST

127.6 km/h

174 km/h

TOTAL RAINFALL

110.4 mm

122.8 mm

HIGHEST IN 24 HOURS

20.8 mm

31.6 mm

TOTAL DAYS WITH RAIN

19 days

17 days

TOTAL DAYS > 1 MM

14 days

15 days

111.3 hours

109.2 hours

TOTAL SUNSHINE

MARCH
AVERAGE MAX AVERAGE MIN

AVERAGE

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

7.3°C

15°C

0.8°C

10.6°C

4.1°C

PRESSURE

1010.4 hPa

1027.8 hPa

993.8 hPa

1014.8 hPa

1005.2 hPa

HUMIDITY

80%

98%

34%

-

-

TEMPERATURE

APRIL
TEMPERATURE

7.3°C

17.9°C

1°C

10.2°C

4.4°C

PRESSURE

1009.3 hPa

1025.6 hPa

983.2 hPa

1014.2 hPa

1004.1 hPa

HUMIDITY

81%

98%

40%

-

-

DATA COURTESY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WEATHER SERVICE
IN THE NICK OF TIME. When the SA Agulhas II arrived on 13 April, the island
experienced very pleasant weather for almost two weeks. The final half of
take over however was characterised by strong winds, rain and the first
coastal snow for the winter. This was frustrating for Starlite’s pilots, who
could not fly the helicopters. It was a rush to get all the hut restocks and cargo
flying done, but the ship managed to eventually depart on time when the final
day of take over provided conditions suitable for flying.
DANIËL KOTZÉ
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MARION ZOO
TEXT AND PHOTOS (UNLESS OTHERWISE MENTIONED) BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

It’s difficult to describe the diversity and awe of life here on Marion to non-islanders, but I
have compiled a photographic list of bird- and mammal species that have been seen during
M71’s expedition that might provide you with a good overall comprehension.

b i rds

King Penguin

Chinstrap Penguin

Macaroni Penguin

Gentoo Penguin

Wandering Albatross

Grey-headed Albatross

Sub-Antarctic Skua

Kelp Gull

S. Rockhopper Penguin

Light-mantled Albatross

Sooty Albatross

ALEXIS OSBORNE

ALEXIS OSBORNE

Royal Penguin

Not breeding
on Marion

Indian Yellownosed Albatross
Black-browed Albatross

Fairy Prion

Kerguelen Tern

Antarctic Tern

Salvin’s Prion

White-chinned Petrel

Great-winged Petrel

Soft-plumaged Petrel

Crozet Shag

Lesser Sheathbill

N. Giant Petrel

S. Giant Petrel

Kerguelen Petrel

Grey Petrel

GOOGLE

Common Diving Petrel

Pintado Petrel
Black-bellied Storm Petrel Grey-backed Storm Petrel

Grey Wagtail

ALEXIS OSBORNE

S. Georgian
Diving Petrel
GOOGLE

mammals

Great Reed Warbler Ruddy Turnstone

Sub-Antarctic Fur Seal

Antarctic Fur Seal

Wilson’s Storm Petrel

Cattle Egret

LOW DE VRIES

LOW DE VRIES

S. Fulmar

GOOGLE

Blue Petrel

Barn Swallow

BEN DILLEY

S. Elephant Seal Leopard Seal

Humpback Whale

S. Right Whale

LIEZL PRETORIUS

Killer Whale
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Mseventy fun
TEXT BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

Alexis’ Throws a Boot Party
On the 5th of April, Alexis turned 25 and celebrated with a
traditional boot throwing tournament, followed by a party in
the bar. It was a beautiful sunny afternoon, the spirits were high
and the smell of competitions filled the air. After a lot of
laughter and fun, Liezl won the ladies tournament (19.55m),
Daniel won the men’s tournament (22.91m), with Johannes
(21.02m) and David (20.03m) breathing down his neck.
Congratulations also to Mpho, who managed to keep the
record for the shortest throw at 3.47m! M71 ended off the final
birthday party for the expedition in style. Alexis, may your
island birthday be one to remember!

DANIËL KOTZÉ

DANIËL KOTZÉ

DANIËL KOTZÉ

DANIËL KOTZÉ

DANIËL KOTZÉ

DANIËL KOTZÉ

ALEXIS OSBORNE

Marion Initiation
You can only be a true Marionite after you have been initiated.
On 2 May, M72 and other take over staff joined the Marion
family after a refreshing aerobics session, mud bath baptism
and gumboot drink. The aerobics was led by Liezl, Vonica and
Mia and included various interesting moves resembling animals
on the island. M72 dressed in 80’s gym style for this dirty, but
fun event.

Ta ke - o v e r f u n c t i o n
The 2nd of May also marked the annual take over function, the
formal event where duties are officially handed over to the new
overwintering team. The night was very entertaining, with Dr
Stanford as MC and talent items by Niek Gremmen, Low de
Vries, Luke Verburgh, Chaplain Alfred Ntuli (guitar), David
Green (violin) and Liezl Pretorius and Geneveive Moroke
(gumboot dance). Emotions also ran high during the screening
of M71’s expedition video. The food made by M71 and chefs
Jasson and Zozi was exceptional! Thanks to all for a great event.

ALEXIS OSBORNE

ALEXIS OSBORNE
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TAKE OVER COLLAGE
COMPILED BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

What has been happening this month?

ROUND ISLAND

LOUISE GADNEY

DANIËL KOTZÉ

MIA WEGE

ICE CAVES

T/O FUNCTION

ALEXIS OSBORNE

ALEXIS OSBORNE

INITIATION

KATEDRAAL

RYAN REISINGER

MIA WEGE

THE RETURN JOURNEY

ALEXIS OSBORNE

ALEXIS OSBORNE

DANIËL KOTZÉ

SHIP’S COVE
SHIP
TOUR

ALEXIS OSBORNE

ALEXIS OSBORNE

BIRDERS

LIEZL PRETORIUS

DANIËL KOTZÉ ALEXIS OSBORNE

SEALERS

DANIËL KOTZÉ

ALEXIS OSBORNE

HACKEY

RINGING

DANIËL KOTZÉ
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